
The Bad Call
A bad call goes against your school’s team in a really important game. Another parent from your teen’s
school goes nuts and loudly berates the official. What should you do?
 
There are two objectives worth considering in this situation. A good minimum objective is to make sure that you
behave in a way that Honors the Game. A worthy, more ambitious goal would be to help defuse the situation
with the verbally abusive parent.
 
Here’s what you can do:
 

● Bite your tongue. If you have to turn away or even walk away from the sidelines to maintain your
composure, then do it.  if you have a short fuse in situations like this, use yourself control ritual to make
sure you honor their game. (Don’t know what this is? See page 49.)

 
Recognize that you are not an independent agent in the situation. You represent your teen and her school.
Other people will associate your behavior with the school, so you need to honor the game no matter what to
avoid giving your teens school a black eye.
 

● Help calm the abusive parent. It is much easier to do this if your school or Coach has already made
honoring the game part of the team culture. If so, use that vocabulary now.

 
In some cases, you can get your point across with the light touch: “hey, none of us want to go home and have
our kids give us grief about how we acted tonight.”
 

● Whatever you do, don’t do anything to make the situation worse. Don’t invade the other parents personal
space or threaten him in anyway. If you don’t think you can be a calming influence, it’s better to stay out
of it.
 

● Unless you are in an extremely rare situation where the official is biased against your athletes’ team, calls
will go both ways. You can defuse tension by calling attention to good calls that officials make as well
as bad calls that go against the other team (which are usually ignored while calls against “our” team are
held close and picked over like a scab).” wow, that helped our team, but it seemed like a really bad call.
I guess the bad calls are going both ways today.”
 

● Make a point of thanking officials after the game. This may be difficult if the official made calls that hurt
your athletes team and even more challenging if the calls that hurt your athlete’s and even more
challenging if the calls led to a loss, but I bet you can do it. “I’d like to thank you for officiating today. I
know you don’t hear this much, so I just wanted to express my appreciation. Thank you. “Then enjoy
seeing the officials look grateful or amazed (or both)! And feel good about your ability to Honor the
Game under trying circumstances.

 
Your behavior can serve as a powerful model for Honoring the Game both for your budding Triple-Impact
Competitor and for other parents




